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Letter Three: Scapegoat Kat 
January 31, 2024 
 

REVELATION VERSUS CONVERSATION 
 
YAHWEH YIELDS IT: 
 
It’s not as much about revelation but about conversation. 
 
Here is the break (disconnect) in understanding: the purpose of engaging Yahweh is not 
always to gain a revelation about the future. The people have their understanding and 
would assume that Yahweh would only speak to give a future plan. But if people look at 
the Scriptures, they would see that Yahweh engaged sinners, and His people took on 
conversations. And these same people who had conversations with Yahweh were not in 
the prophet’s office.  
 
That is a very real disconnect—to think that the only time that Yahweh would say anything 
is to yield forward a message about a future event. That understanding of Yahweh yields 
a lack of understanding of what the perimeters are for a God to stand in an active status 
and carry out a governing plan with His creation. Every time Yahweh talks, it will not yield 
a revelation of the future or a message. A message is placed on a distinctive level as 
governing authoritative sayings when using such words as “THE LORD SAYS.” 
 
Let’s look at the written Word. Yahweh brings illumination to what is already written. 
Yahweh must actively engage the person for them to receive an illumination of the written 
Word. It is impossible for illumination to be present if the person only drinks (takes in) 
human intellect, human interpretation, and human experience. Yahweh brings 
illumination, a spiritual way of revealing truth, to what is already written by the power of 
the Great Holy Spirit, sharing and teaching what He governs on Earth. The Great Holy 
Spirit illuminates and brings an understanding to spiritual matters. It is impossible to 
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understand what Yahweh says from the mind of God without having a spiritual 
engagement, illumination from a bridge made by the Great Holy Spirit to reveal the mind 
of God. Would the mind of God have an absent placing, as if dead? A braindead God isn’t 
Yahweh. To be led by the Great Way in daily living will require being led in real-time, 
active placings by the governing Great Holy Spirit.  
 
But what have the “prophets” of today yielded? They say every dream and experience 
stems from their hearing from Yahweh. They can say these fake sayings, and the people 
will embrace them due to how there is a possibility of an actual spiritual joining with 
Yahweh. But they do not know what way (method, outlet, etc.) Yahweh will engage. So, 
to avoid being deceived, some would shut off all outlets and strip away the notion that 
Yahweh says anything. Others would say that Yahweh may say a phrase or give a person 
a dream but never converse with a human. Some would say that the only type of talking 
that comes out from Yahweh would be a revelation “thus saith the Lord” message.  
 
And then others go too far and blame every spiritual way on the Great Holy Spirit and 
would say that there is no way that a demon could talk to them instead of Yahweh. Then 
there are actual prophets with prophet traits that stem from Yahweh, given the 
enablement to hear and see in the spirit living that is uncommon to the current gathering 
of My Body. And here is a problem: those not enabled to take in prophet traits feel 
slighted that they have other tasks from Yahweh that are not under the prophet office 
placement.  
 
Can everyone walk as a prophet? No! But can every Christian be led by the Great Way 
through the written Word? Definitely! And can there be a guiding from Yahweh that brings 
illumination to what Yahweh says in His written Word that shows more of His will and has 
a power leading of wisdom? Of course! What pastor has their own power? No one in 
Yahweh’s house (referring to a follower of King Jesus) can lead the congregation by the 
Spirit without receiving an active connection from Yahweh. 
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SCAPEGOAT 
 
Why is Kat Kerr on My list of scapegoats? Is it that she leads My people with real dealings? 
Could there be an error in her words? But why would I bring attention to you, lady with 
the pink hair? Can you look at what the churches drink? Honor Me and not spit on My will 
by tainting the will from Yahweh with evil living. Non-churchgoers would not pay attention 
to your way; they would dismiss you without giving a second thought when they listen 
to your sayings. They would hear your sayings and not consider if they should ponder if 
there could be a real prophet in their midst.  
 
Shouldn’t there be some backing from Yahweh to prove any ACTIVE prophet? What proof 
would be given? Taste it. Real prophets do not all operate in major authoritative sayings 
that produce great wonders with manifested ways of natural proof. There will be a surging 
within the active servant who operates in a prophet office placement in the governing 
sphere delegated. A surging within the prophet syncs with the work yielded, bringing a 
movement into active placement, which is not pushed by striving. To say Yahweh is 
causing a ministry to walk in His power is not validated by the crowds gathered. Yahweh 
doesn’t base success on the size of the gathering. I release My power based on how we 
(Yahweh and the human servant) walk in unity. 
 
Now take a look, Kat. Your way will become a scapegoat to the modern movement with 
those who have a way of seeing and hearing. “Seeing and hearing” refers to those who 
can engage the spirit realm with the ability to see and hear spirit dealings. Those who 
say they can hear Me will turn their face and speak ill concerning your messages. Before, 
those who drink it (your message) would say, “Oh, that would be so much fun to live in 
a cartoon, movie fantasy with Jesus. But would I really be able to go out and have a sci-
fi life when I die?” Now, some are starting to see, “I was fooled.” Who fooled these 
people? Their new scapegoat. 
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They will move Kat out as an ill-brain “prophet” who is making things up. They separate 
her from others who see ways in spirit planning and say she is not a true representation 
of how hearing, seeing, and engaging with Yahweh would be. Her so-called friends would 
separate so they would not drink her fake presentation. Kerr will be a poster woman of 
how Yahweh will not let His real prophets say. See how the scapegoat carries her way, 
saying statements I did not say. I don’t need any human to rant about political sayings. 
I do not need someone to wave a wooden stick to yield relief from a storm. Why don’t 
you try praying to Me? 
 
Prayer to Me isn’t declarations. Prayer is yielding petitions, asking Me to bring you 
delivering ways to break you so you would have a freeing way in a circumstance. Standing 
outside with a stick will not grant Me to bring any relief to your territory. I move in 
covenant ways with a real servant, one who will speak what I give them to say, doing 
what I give in agreeing ways to move in. You are a raving, commenting woman who is 
on the verge of being labeled as literally mentally unstable even within your circles due 
to how the people are “fed up” with the fake ways you walk in. If Yahweh backs you, 
there may not be a full surging of power, but there will be a stable way of following the 
written Word.  
 
No real prophet will carry “God traits,” having the enablement to know all things. No real 
prophet can “tap into” Yahweh’s mind and take out whatever information they need to 
bring a revealing of future events. Yahweh says what He wants to reveal and gives it to 
a servant to repeat in the current living. There isn’t a way for any prophet to have all 
power and unlimited wisdom. That saying of words similar to “Why didn’t they say it 
before it happened?” is idiotic (foolish) and settled in Satan’s nature when dealing with 
future sayings. Satan has his fortune tellers say what will happen or where a person lives 
or walks in currently, but Satan uses demons to give already released information as fake 
words of knowledge to get the people to believe a lie. And this is what church folks want 
real prophets to do: tell them what they currently deal with and label it as a prophetic 
saying. 
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Wake up, you sleeping, spiritually lazy, overweight ways in spiritual eating. Your spiritual 
fat is from hearing a fake way of what may be in your future, and you want real prophets 
to be your fortune tellers, telling you what is already happening. Wake up and submit to 
Yahweh. Read your written Word so you can stop being under false doctrines. Do not put 
any servant on a pedestal. Worship King Jesus. Worship the One who can save you in 
daily living. Yahweh brings true prophets forward who will not tell you any message 
contrary to what is written. There will be a building up in doing a work with a foundation 
of Scripture. And how will Yahweh bring forward new work ways using old Scripture? 
There will be a continuation, Yahweh actively bringing the written Word forward into daily 
living. 


